Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
BEHIND THE SCENES
Integrated "smart shelf" technologies and BOH automation

WELCOME
Meeting area with counter, seating & product/color reference samples.

GLOBAL TRAVEL
Specialty fixtures and cross-sell solutions for softlines & coordinating merchandise

AT YOUR SERVICE
BOPIS, Pack and Ship, Checkout and Pallet Rack merchandising solutions

HOME & LEISURE
Feature fixtures and cross-sell solutions for coordinating hardlines merchandise
FEATURES:
Accepts channels/frames to add graphics or back panels.
Accepts Lozier standard hardware & components.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H, 36" O.C. uprites
CONSTRUCTION: Standard uprites with T-Leg, Square Nose Base Shelf/Deck
FINISHES: W65 White, Clear Coat Appleply, Wilsonart Island Laminate

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
**W1B GONDOLA OUTRIGGER WALL**

**FEATURES:**
Outrigger design frames merchandise displays. Accepts Lozier standard hardware and components. Cross-merchandising hardware and component options shown; wood slotwall, wire slotwall, aluminum micro-slotwall, drawers, metal binning, varied dividers and sign holders.

**DIMENSIONS:** 84"H with 54"H extensions, 24" O.C. uprites.

**CONSTRUCTION:** Standard uprites and outriggers with cross-bars, quick connect lighting and illuminated laser-cut logo.

**FINISHES:** AC7 Gray, W65 White, Lab Designs Neutral Linen, Wilsonart Snow White Velvet.

*Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.*
W2-H MULTI-FUNCTION WALL

FEATURES:
Outrigger design frames merchandise displays. Accepts Lozier standard hardware and components. Cross-merchandising hardware and component options include aluminum micro-slotwall, drawers, metal binning, tiered shelving unit, and sign holders.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H, (4) 24" VERSA SECTIONS, 16"D/16"D
CONSTRUCTION: Standard uprites and multifunction post w/o exterior slotting, quick-connect lighting.
FINISHES: AC7 Gray, W65 White, Wilsonart Fusion Maple, Wilsonart Island.
H2 LIGHT-DUTY IMPULSE DISPLAY

FEATURES:
Transforms from shelving to binning.
Mobile, flexible display.
Designed for light-weight merchandising in any product category.
Grid side panels for product visibility.
Adjustable shelves.

DIMENSIONS: 32" x 32" x 34"H - 54"H sign
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular frame, TL shelves
FINISHES: W65 White, Wilsonart Snow White Velvet

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
H3 IMPULSE TABLE

FEATURES:
Mobile, flexible display.
Designed for light-weight merchandising in any product category.
Translucent side panels for product visibility.
Adjustable shelf.

DIMENSIONS: 20"x20"x32"H - 54"H Sign
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular frame with punched hole shelf adjustment
FINISHES: W65 White, Clear-Coat Appleply, Twin-Wall Polycarb

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
H1 TECH DISPLAY

FEATURES:
Flexible display locations for any tech product display.
Mobile unit with flex shelving for box stock.
Illuminated display with lit graphic.

DIMENSIONS: 36"H surface (54"H sign) x 32"D x 78"L
CONSTRUCTION: Metal frame w/ laminated wood, CW edge extrusions on ends.
FINISHES: AF8 North Sea Gray, Wilsonart Snow White Velvet.

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
H4 DOUBLE TOWER

FEATURES:
Flexible, cross-merchandising or feature display.
Designed for light-weight merchandising in any product category.
Open design for shopping all sides.
Adjustable shelving.

DIMENSIONS: 40"x40"x54"H

CONSTRUCTION: Two tubular metal frame units

FINISHES: W65 White, Lab Designs Neutral Linen, twin-wall polycarbonate, clear glass

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
GLOBAL TRAVEL
W1A WIDESPAN WALL

FEATURES:
Cross-merchandising and innovative displays shown for use with hardlines and/or softlines merchandise. Standard hardware includes door kits, sliding panels, gravity flow shelves, security storage and shelving. Specialty hardware includes faceout apparel display, framed shoulder-hang apparel display and footwear feature.

DIMENSIONS: 11'-6"H x 48"W/48"W/72"W sections
CONSTRUCTION: Widespan system with regular-duty beams and laminate shelves, Quick-Connect Lighting.
FINISHES: QT8 Black, AF8 North Sea Gray, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract, Wilsonart North Sea.
FEATURES:
Cross-merchandising and innovative displays shown for use with hardlines and/or softlines merchandise. Flexible system coordinates with family of specialty feature fixtures. Standard features include varied shelving and hangbar for saddle and faceout merchandising. Specialty features include feature table display, mobile platforms and sign frames.

DIMENSIONS: 85”H x 102”W x 19.5”D – 37”D nested table
CONSTRUCTION: Boutique system with new base deck and top canopy.
FINISHES: QT8 black, AF8 North Sea Gray, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract, Wilsonart North Sea.
**T5 2-WAY POST**

**FEATURES:**
Mobile, flexible display.
Designed for light-weight merchandising in any product category.
Adjustable shelves.

**DIMENSIONS:** 20"x20"x52"H – 54"H SIGN

**CONSTRUCTION:** Slotted post with pan base

**FINISHES:** QT8 black, Wilsonart Black Velvet, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract
T4 REVERSIBLE PLATFORM / BIN

FEATURES:
Transforms from bin to platform.
Designed for large feature displays and cross-merchandising.

DIMENSIONS: 20"x20"x7"H OR 14"H
CONSTRUCTION: Steel & laminated wood.
FINISHES: AF8 North Sea Gray, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract, Wilsonart Black Velvet

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
T2 T-LEG 2-WAY

FEATURES:
Mobile, flexible fixture.
Can be used for workhorse merchandising or feature display.
Slotted tube unit and end frame for maximum flexibility.
Accepts standard lozier hardware and components.
Use side-by-side to create a run or alone for shopping all sides.

DIMENSIONS: 31"x31"x55"H – 64"H SIGN
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular t-leg frame w/retainers for back panel, removable sign holder and end frame.
FINISHES: AF8 North Sea Gray, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract, Wilsonart Black Velvet

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
FEATURES:
Mobile, flexible display.
Designed for light-weight merchandising in any product category.
Adjustable shelves.
Base storage.

DIMENSIONS: 20"x20"x76"H

CONSTRUCTION: KD Slotted Tube Frame
FINISHES: QT8 Black, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
T3 DISPLAY TABLE SET

FEATURES:
Use alone, in pairs or nest all three.
Modular design compatible with boutique wall.
Cross-tube under table top for optional merchandising.

DIMENSIONS: Large 30"X48"X34.5"H, Medium 20"X40"X22.5"H, Small 20"X30"X13.5"H
CONSTRUCTION: KD steel frame with laminate inset
FINISHES: QT8 black, AF8 North Sea Gray, Lab Designs Thyme Tesseract, Wilsonart North Sea

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
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W2-H BOPIS

FEATURES:
For use in BOH or sales areas.
Utilizes Lozier standard hardware and components.
Features varied shelving options and dividers.
Lock-up options.
Base kick drawer storage.
Hangrod with Monaco bags.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H x (2) 36"W sections x16"D/16"D
CONSTRUCTION: Gondola, standard and modified door kits and metal shelving
FINISHES: RBL blue, clear glass

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
W3-S PALLET RACK FEATURES:
Utilizes Lozier standard hardware and components. Storage options features; wire door-kit storage, varied shelves w/dividers and sliding wire-wing panel display. Pack and ship station features a packaging spool.

DIMENSIONS: 84”H x (2) 36”W sections x 36”D
CONSTRUCTION: Pallet Rack Shelving
FINISHES: AC7 Gray, stainless steel counter tops, clear-coat particle board.

S2 BOX CART FEATURES:
Mobile unit pulls out for use and nests for storage. Flexible dividers for box storage. Removable tool tray.

DIMENSIONS: 34”x34”x34”H
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular frame with casters, punched sides for wire divider adjustment.
FINISHES: RBL Blue, AC7 Gray

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
FEATURES:
All-in-one fixture with small footprint.
Combines a checkout counter, bagging and wrap-around shelving with merchandising options.
Utilizes Lozier standard hardware and components.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H x (2) 24"W sections x16"D/16"D

CONSTRUCTION: Gondola, standard and wrap-around shelving, wire & aluminum micro slotwall panels.

FINISHES: RBL Blue, AC7 Gray, GRY Gray, CHR Charcoal, Wilsonart Crisp Linen.

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
W3-M PALLET RACK DISPLAY FEATURES:
Utilizes Lozier standard hardware and components. Backroom automation.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H, 36"W, 36" O.C. uprites
CONSTRUCTION: Pallet Rack Shelving.
FINISHES: AC7 Dark Gray, stainless counter tops, clear-coat particleboard.

M2 CONVEYOR FEATURES:
Flexible configuration goes where you need it.
Optional powered roller drive.

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
FEATURES:
Utilizes Lozier Gondola hardware and components. Showcases Technology Partners.

DIMENSIONS: 84" H X 6'-10"W X 8'-6"L overall
CONSTRUCTION: Lozier Gondola system, graphic panels.
FINISHES: AC7 Dark Gray
W4B TECH WALL

FEATURES:
Utilizes Lozier Gondola hardware and components.
Showcases Technology Partners.

DIMENSIONS: 84" H x (2) 4' Sections x 18" D
CONSTRUCTION: Lozier Gondola system
FINISHES: AC7 Dark Gray, White

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
AWM Smart Shelf is a comprehensive retail artificial intelligence (AI) solution which combines unique shelf-edge LED displays with a shopper tracking and demographic engine, on-shelf inventory intelligence, planogram management and compliance, and more.

Lucas Johnson | 949.633.0490 | ljohnson@smartshelf.com
smartshelf.com
Header and shelf edge display easily mount on Lozier gondola, using several different positions and angles to optimize the customer experience. Extremely bright and high resolution provides a vibrant and colorful experience. Optional high-resolution camera and other sensors provide data for invaluable analytic dashboards.

Sheldon Downey | 214.282.9758 | sheldon@instorescreen.com
instorescreen.com
Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.

Light sensors detect the amount of product carried and sends data to a cloud-based application.

Shalom Nakdimon | +972-52-8333948 | shalom@wiseshelf.com
wiseshelf.com
Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.

Flexible & repositionable digital signage & pricing system.

Steve Donald | +43 676 408 5535 | sd@gleebees.com
rehau.com/group-en/smartshelf
Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
Interactive retail displays that include embedded IoT technology that unites digital content with physical products, delivering highly personalized product messaging that drives 5-10x customer engagement, 30-80% product sales lift & 300-2200% ROIs on average - while creating a magical experience for customers.

Scott Carter | 917.670.7755 | scott@perchinteractive.com
perchinteractive.com
Tony Visconti | 416.628.3472 | tony.visconti@ardron.com
ardron.com
lozier.com/lozier-tech-partner-qclink

**QC LINK TRACK** (LEFT SIDE):
Plugs into 120VAC and connects Ethernet feed to Store Hub with data speeds of up to one gigabit per second over conventional 120VAC power lines.

**QC SHELF LIGHTING TRACK** (RIGHT SIDE):
Current lighting track.

**QC LINK DRIVER** (LARGE BLACK DEVICES):
Connects Ethernet to QC Link Track via Vendor Shelf Tech Box and 120VAC to Next QC Link Driver. Also Powers QC Light Track. Multiple Modules may be Connected on One Run Of Power and Data within a Single Network.

**QC LINK STARTER** (SMALLER BLACK DEVICE):
Plugs into 120VAC and connects Ethernet feed to Store Hub with data speeds of up to one gigabit per second over conventional 120VAC power lines.

**QC TECH BOX** (SMALL GRAY DEVICE):
Connects Driver to QC Link Track, providing power and data.
QC Link System

Power and Data feed into Starter from source

EOP from Starter to Driver

Ethernet from Driver to Tech Box (Tech power into Driver not shown)
Tech Box Power and Data to Track

EOP

LED Lighting Track

EOP from Driver to Driver

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
UNDER SHELF LIGHTING
Quick Connect “High Output”
- 450 lumens per foot
- 3 watts per foot
- Superior efficiency - 150 lumens/watt
- Easy, quick connect system – lights, drivers, connectors, track
- Maximum number of lights per driver: 8 in vertical application, 7 horizontal

CANOPY LIGHT
Quick Connect “Very High Output” (VHO)
- Almost 2X the lumens as High Output, 850 lumens per foot
- 5.7 watts per foot
- Same efficiency as High Output, 150 lumens per watt
- Excellent choice for canopy applications due to its high lumen output and ability to “wash” the entire fixture with brilliant light
- Maximum number of lights per driver: 4 in either horizontal or vertical applications
- Utilizes the same driver, connector, and related components as High Output lights

SQUARE NOSE CANOPY SHELF QUICK CONNECT PUCK LIGHT
- 288 lumens per puck light
- 2.5 watts per light
- Connect up to 24 luck lights per driver
- Spread pattern of LED's prevents excessive heat buildup typical with clustered LED's like most other puck lights leading to shorter LED life and “pin point” light spread
- Uses standard Quick Connect driver, connectors, and related components

NOT SHOWN – “STANDARD OUTPUT” UNDER SHELF LIGHT
- 260 lumens per foot
- 1.85 watts per foot
- 140 lumens per watt
- Maximum number of lights per driver: 13 – vertical, 7 – horizontal
*All information above assumes nominal 4’ light and use of 100 watt driver

STANDARD FEATURES ON ALL QUICK CONNECT LIGHTS
- 120,000 hours rated life
- 5 year warranty on all components
- UL/cUL listed, Energy Star certified, Design Light Consortium (DLC) certified
- 4000K color temperature standard: neutral white (3000 and 6000 available)
- Heat and UV free light output
WELCOME AREA
R1 RECEPTION DESK

FEATURES:
Sliding doors with under counter storage & adjustable shelves. Counter heights comfortable for standing and/or sitting.

DIMENSIONS: 84” x 54” footprint, 36”H & 42”H counter-tops
FINISHES: A46 Gray, Wilsonart Designer White laminate
CONSTRUCTION: Metal frame with extruded CW joint on waterfall edge, laminated wood

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
W4E SPECIALTY ENDCAP

FEATURES:
Displays examples of specialty finishes, standards, and casters.

DIMENSIONS: 84”H x 36”W
FINISHES: AF8 North Sea Gray, White
CONSTRUCTION: Boutique system endcap with specialty hardware

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.

©2019 LOZIER CORPORATION
W2E PRODUCT LINE ENDCAP

FEATURES:
Displays examples of product line finishes and standards.

DIMENSIONS: 84"H x 36"W
FINISHES: AF8 North Sea Gray, White
CONSTRUCTION: Versa endcap with specialty hardware

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
W3A GRAPHIC END FRAME

FEATURES:
Specialty graphic panel end for brand messaging.
Integrated with personal storage (RX) closets on both sides.

DIMENSIONS: 84”H x 36”W
FINISH: AC7 Dark Gray

Booth includes conceptual designs. Minimum ordering quantities and/or additional vendor support may be required.
THANK YOU
LOZIER.COM